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Originally posted by:

=======================================================================
In this issue:
Need a new AC adapter for TG16-CD
Re: Need a new AC adapter for TG16-CD
Re: Need a new AC adapter for TG16-CD
Duo repairs?
=======================================================================
From: hall.nat@gmail.com
Date: Tue Feb 8 21:54:31 EST 2005
Subject: Need a new AC adapter for TG16-CD

Hey folks...
I am in need of a new AC adapter for my TurboGrafx-16 CD unit. THese
are the 11 volt, 1.53amp ones.
I am guessing these are extremely hard to find.
I have never seen one on eBay, and TurboZone Direct does not carry
them. They recommend a RadioShack replacement for the Duo AC (which
is a 10 volt), but as the TG-CD is an 11 volt unit, I doubt the 9-volt
Radio Shack replacement would suffice.
I have Googled for a generic replacement, but it doesn't seem that
ANYONE makes ANY sort of 11 volt AC unit.
Anyone?
Thanks,
Nat

----------------------------------------------------------------------From: pixyjunket@digitalcrap.net
Date: Tue Feb 8 22:50:10 EST 2005
Subject: Re: Need a new AC adapter for TG16-CD
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I'm going to the local flea market here in Dallas this weekend, there's
a guy who deals with Turbo stuff fairly often.. I'll see if he has any
or if he knows of a good replacement to use. This is just for the
stand-alone CD drive unit right, not the Duo?
-Leroy
Nat Hall wrote:
> Hey folks...
>
> I am in need of a new AC adapter for my TurboGrafx-16 CD unit. THese
> are the 11 volt, 1.53amp ones.
>
> Thanks,
> Nat
>

----------------------------------------------------------------------From: hall.nat@gmail.com
Date: Tue Feb 8 23:10:40 EST 2005
Subject: Re: Need a new AC adapter for TG16-CD

Hi Leroy,
That is partially correct.
This is not for the Duo-- this is for the TurboGrafx 16 CD unit
combined with the normal TG16 deck. The CD player can actually
stand-alone, by itself independant of the TG16 deck and requires yet a
DIFFERENT AC adapter. What I am looking for is the adapter that
powers both the CD unit and the TG16 deck while combined together. It
outputs 11 volts and 1.53 amps. the CD unit by itself requires a 10.5
volt (or something) adapter, but I'm not interested in that one.
Thanks in advance for looking for me,
Nat
On Tue, 08 Feb 2005 22:50:10 -0500, Leroy wrote:
> I'm going to the local flea market here in Dallas this weekend, there's
> a guy who deals with Turbo stuff fairly often.. I'll see if he has any
> or if he knows of a good replacement to use. This is just for the
> stand-alone CD drive unit right, not the Duo?
>
> -Leroy
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>
> Nat Hall wrote:
>
>> Hey folks...
>>
>> I am in need of a new AC adapter for my TurboGrafx-16 CD unit. THese
>> are the 11 volt, 1.53amp ones.
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Nat
>>
>
>

----------------------------------------------------------------------From: kwb@iquest.net
Date: Wed Feb 9 00:28:29 EST 2005
Subject: Duo repairs?

Where can I get a Duo repaired? Mine worked fine, then one day after
letting it sit for a while I turned it on and nothing.
Thanks,
Ken

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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